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Date: 18 August 1998 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Ref: GW/EMacL/HH/7 

REPORT 

To: Housing Committee Subject: Muirhouse Estate 
Regeneration 

From: Director of Housing 

1. 

1.1 

2. 

2.1 

Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to update Committee on the regeneration of Muirhouse 
and to seek authority to further progress the initiative. 

Background 

Since the initiative began in 1993 dramatic changes have taken place to improve the 
housing and environment in Muirhouse. These can be summarised as follows: 

completion of re-roofing and overcladding of 2 tower blocks and a further 3 
currently in progress. 

completion of programme to re-model and refurbish 6 blocks of maisonettes. 

first phase of environment improvements completed. 

phase 2 of environmental improvements in progress. 

proposals for phase 3 of environmental improvements agreed. 

ongoing programme of lock-up refirbishment 

demolition of 18 blocks of maisonettes to make way for the following: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

40 new build houses for rent developed by West of Scotland Housing 
Association (completed 1997) 

3 construction of 63 houses for sale by Wimpey Homes, currently on site 

3 6 new build shop units at the entrance to the estate opened in 1997 

s 48 new build houses for rent and shared ownership with the 1st phase 
starting on site in April 1998 
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3. Future Proposals 

3.1 There are 2 areas within Muirhouse which require action in order to finalise the 
regeneration of the estate. 

3.1.2 The first relates to the site adjacent to the Wimpey private development site and 
Grange Tower marked A on the plan at Appendix 1. The early strategy agreed by 
Motherwell District Council identified this site as a 2nd phase of private 
development using Scottish Homes Land Assembly mechanism, which allowed 
Scottish Homes to acquire sites and then market them for private development. The 
Land Assembly mechanism is no longer available to Scottish Homes and it is 
therefore proposed that the Council directly markets the site for private development 
using a similar brief to the 1 st phase of private housing to ensure consistency. 

3.1.3 It is also proposed to include a small site currently in the ownership of St Brendans 
Church, which the Council agreed previously to acquire, provided that negotiations 
can be concluded. This area is highlighted at Appendix 1 as Area B. 

3.1.4 The second area contains the 4 remaining maisonette blocks on the estate which 
although identified within the overall strategy were left optional in terms of whether 
they would be remodelled and refurbished or demolished and the land transferred to 
a housing association for new build. These blocks are identified as area C on the 
map at Appendix 1. Current occupancy of the blocks is as follows : 

Block No Address No of units No empty 

25 122-144 Shields Drive 12 
26 146-200 Shields Drive 28 
27 98-120 Shields Drive 12 
28 42-96 Shelds Drive 28 

12 
17 
8 
18 

It is now considered appropriate to demolish the 4 blocks for the following reasons: 

0 the anticipated cost of remodelling which could be in the region of €50,000 per 
unit 

0 the remainder of the site to the west of Sluelds Drive is new build 2 storey 
housing and it is considered that a continuation of this makes best use of the site. 

0 Scottish Homes has agreed to fund Wishaw and District Housing Association to 
develop new housing for rent and shared ownership on the site of the 4 
maisonette blocks which is directly adjacent to their current development. 

3.1.5 It is therefore proposed to demolish the 4 blocks of maisonettes and empty lock-ups 
within the curtilage of the site and transfer the land during 199912000 to Wishaw and 
-District Housing Association at a value to be agreed between the Council and the 
Association. 

3.2 In addition to the 2 areas referred to in section 3.1 proposals for a play area have yet 
to be finalised and this will be the subject of a further report to Committee. 
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4 Recommendation 

4.1 In order to finalise proposals and progress the Muirhouse Initiative, Committee is 
asked to approve the following: 

4.1.1 The site adjacent to Grange Tower and identified as Area A at Appendix 1 be 
marketed for the development of private housing. 

4.1.2 The site currently owned by St Brendans Church and shown as Area B at Appendix 1 
be included for private housing, provided that the acquisition can be concluded. 

4.1.3 The demolition 4 blocks of maisonettes at the undernoted addresses together with the 
lock-ups on the site identified as area C at Appendix 1. 

122-144 Shields Drive 
146-200 Shields Drive 
98-120 Shields Drive 
42-96 Shields Drive 

Demolition costs can be contained within the 1998/99 capital programme. 

4.1.4 The cleared site currently housing the 4 blocks identified at 4.1.3 above be 
transferred to Wishaw and District Housing Association at a value to be agreed by 
the Council and the Association and that this matter be referred to the Director of 
Planning and Development to progress. 

5. Background Information 

5.1 Background information is available from the Housing Department. 

, 

Gavin Whitefield 
Director of Housing 
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